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Northumbrian Woodturners Association would like to offer a great big THANK 
YOU to all at the NHS and to all those other services and individuals who are 

helping out at this time of National crisis. 
 

Lots more for you this week and if you want to know what’s happening 
elsewhere here’s a link to Borders Woodturners Newsletter too. 
 
Chris Fisher (The Blind Woodturner) has created a calendar of live 
YouTube demonstrations. Click here.  
 
A Gardening tip – Moss is a problem in Lawns at present , you might 
want to look at Ferrous Sulphate  instead of “off the shelf” treatments, it 
is very cost effective and I have found it to work very well, a large Bag 
off E Bay costs approx. 1/3 and can be sprayed or spread  dry granules, 
you can see the Moss blacken off in 24 hours, but a bigger tip, unlike the 
writer DO MAKE SURE YOU CAN HIRE A SCARIFIER or you do a lot of 
raking and get blisters!!!!!!!  ,,, Happy Days! 
 
Motivate yourself during your free time – when was the last time you 
checked your  wood store??? We all keep a certain amount of “stock” 
some good and if we are honest some not so good , but it will “all come 
in sometime!” this will only apply if the little  Boring B&%_**’s   have not 
been at work, woodworm is our nightmare ! any sign do not attempt to 
skimp, either  Burn or Bin but never leave and do nothing or it WILL end 
up being costly 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.borderwoodturners.org.uk/newsletters
https://christopherfisher.co.uk/calendar/


 
 

Kevin McAlister has been shopping. “When did shopping start to lol like this? Is 
it shopping between centres?” he asks. He has also found time to make a 
spalled beech bowl and a quaich. About the bowl, he says “For those missing 
the sea just now this interpretation of the stormy North East coast might help. 
Powertex texture finished with dry brush work and chestnut products.” 
 
 

 
 

David Rutherford sent us photographs of his bud vase and lighthouse via 
WatsApp. Keep them coming by whatever means. 
 
 



 
 

Flowers by Daniel Chapman 
 
 

 
 
 

A pear by Daniel Chapmen 
 
 



 
 

A natural edged bowl by Daniel Chapman 
 
 

 
 

A purpleheart bowl and some spectacle holders by Kevin Purdy 



 
 

A selection of bird boxes by Peter Taylor just in time for spring for his grown up 
children’s gardens. 



 
 

A mix of wooden and acrylic pens and some bowls by Steve Lawson 
 



 
  



AWGB Certificate in Woodturning 

By Bill Yeats 

I’d been a member of the AWGB for a couple of years, read the magazines but 

not paid too much attention to the courses advertised until the address of the 

Certificate course caught my eye. This one was being delivered by Andrew Hall, 

the famous hat and blues bowl turner, in Crook; just 20 miles away from my 

home on Tyneside. So, no awkward journeys to another part of the country 

and no overnight accommodation needed, plus it was being delivered by one 

of my favourite demonstrators – what was not to like.  

When I applied however the course for the following spring was fully booked. I 

was promised by the AWGB that I was first on the list for the course in 2020 

and so it turned out. 

I am mainly self-taught and have been turning for quite a few years. I have 

turned lots of different items in this time and have received the usual praise 

from family and friends. But you can’t kid yourself, can you? I knew deep down 

that I had picked up lots of faulty technique along the way and this may be a 

good opportunity to straighten them out whilst, at the same time, challenging 

myself by leaving my comfort zone by working in a new environment with 

people that I’d never met before. It was definitely a challenge, but I soon 

discovered that I didn’t need to be concerned as the course was delivered in 

such a way that I and my fellow turners always felt fully supported, 

encouraged and looked after.    

Andrew delivers the course from his workshop next to his home with Janet, his 

wife, and Alan, their friend who is also a qualified AWGB tutor and terrific 

spindle turner. They really are a great partnership. The workshop is self-

contained and wonderfully equipped with 4 lathes each with their own 

comprehensive set of tools, extraction and safety equipment. Hence 4 turners 

can be accommodated and with me on this course were Steve and Kevin, both 

members of our club, and Philip, a lad from the Birstall club near Huddersfield 

who sadly had to leave after the third day to return home for a domestic issue. 

The hands-on part of the course is delivered over 7 tiring, but very enjoyable 

days split between 2 sessions: one of 4 days and the other of 3. We all agreed 

that we would never have been able to devote this much time to turning at 

home; too many distractions and other things to do. We also had some 

homework to complete between these sessions consisting of 4 pieces of 



turned work and a written portfolio of evidence. Again, this was challenging 

but the 3 of us completed the tasks set by Andrew. 

The syllabus for the course was wide ranging and dealt with many aspects of 

turning through a collection of modules. Andrew started with the most 

important but probably least observed rules of woodturning (at least by me); 

health and safety. Personal protective equipment was available for each of us 

together with a terrific extraction system. We progressed through the various 

sections of the course smoothly guided by Andrew and Alan, turning items that 

showed our prowess (or otherwise) in the disciplines of spindle turning, 

faceplate turning, finishing and sanding with expert tuition in each. It was a 

real pleasure to see Andrew handling the tools with tremendous expertise at 

close quarters and listen to him describe the secrets of using them to achieve 

the optimum finish.  

We each turned our own versions of functional and decorative objects. Some 

we needed to copy from previously turned examples, others from our own 

drawings or, in the case of the final assessment project, from a detailed 

drawing given to us. 

As we all know, turning isn’t just about working on the (lathe presenting tools 

to wood. The underpinning knowledge that turners have is vital to achieving 

good results. From a personal perspective, I gained a vast amount of 

knowledge from the wood technology module of the course. This was the part 

that I devoted most research effort to when I was preparing my portfolio of 

evidence because prior to the course I hadn’t really given this aspect of turning 

that much thought. 

Each element of the course was followed by a written assessment at the end of 

each day. This took the form of 12 multi-choice questions that, I am pleased to 

say, we all passed. On the last day we were asked to complete a 3 piece ‘tazza’ 

from a detailed drawing to a tolerance of 2 millimetres and finish it to a 

decorative standard. No pressure there then! 

So – Did I find it useful? Did I learn anything? Did I enjoy it? Did it live up to my 

expectations? Did I have fun? A resounding YES to all these questions. I would 

recommend this course to anyone, even if an experienced turner you will get a 

great deal of benefit from the course, meet some good people and have some 

fun. 

 



              

               Andrew, Alan, Kevin, Me, Steve      Final Assessment Piece 

**************************************************************** 

Beall Pen Wizard part one 

By Ian Elliott 
Over next few weeks I am going to post a series of pieces on the clubs Bulletins, 

about my journey using the Beall Pen Wizard. 

 

At our auction last December, I purchased a Beall Pen Wizard, I knew what the 

Pen Wizard was used for before I saw it in the catalogue. Then I did a bit more 

research and found out that at the time they cost £428.28 new. On the night of 

the auction I check it out and it looked in reasonably good condition. There was 

only me and one other interested in bidding, though the other person mustn’t 



have been that interested, as I got it to my surprise after only a couple of bids 

for £35, I had expected it to go for more than that.  

 

The Pen Wizard is a stand-alone piece of equipment for putting spiral patterns 

along the length of a pen blank. Using a Dremel to do the cutting. 

 

Later that weekend I did some more research and downloaded the manual, 

though it was not all that good. For example, everything on mine was on the 

opposite side to the photographs in the manual.            I concluded that mine 

must be an early model. Hence the opposite handing, I also did not have any 

additional gear wheels or a depth gauge. There was also an add on attachment 

for Guilloche patterns (wavy lines rather than spirals see photograph above) 

The Toolpost are the UK agents for Beall’s so I emailed them asking for a price 

for the parts I needed to bring mine up to date. After several days they replied 

saying they did not understand my request and would ask Beall’s in the US. That 

was the last I heard from them. So just after Christmas I emailed Beall’s direct, 

they could supply me with everything at a cost of $52 plus carriage of $55. Order 

placed and delivered with one week, though I did get another bill from the 

carrier for £28 duty and brokerage. I finished paying an extra £132 over my £35 

purchase price, this was still more than less than half price. 

In the next Bulletin I will start to explain how I started to experiment (including 

disasters and those          “are S--- moments” they are plenty)  

If any other members have a Pen Wizard, please post your thoughts and 
experiences on the clubs Bulletin. You can all contribute on turning or anything 
at all, just let’s hear from you. 
 
**************************************************************** 
 



A simple Fork Handle 
By Doug Basen 

1
st

 time I have used the drill chuck at headstock end. 
Blank wedged in place by toolrest!                                          

 
Ready to rough turn to cylinder 

 
I used a simple story board with design from a hand trowel 



 
Final shape and sanding started 

 
2 coats of finishing oil at this stage then 3 light coats of 

acrylic spray lacquer to finish with 
 

 
Awaiting a handle   The finished product 
 
 
Stay safe and well and keep the content coming. 

 


